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vision

Cultivating spirit-filled
leaders who create new
movements to multiply
the gospel

5 Core Distinctives
How we do what we do
1. Pursuing God’s
Presence
Everything we do
is sustained by the
presence of God.
From identifying
leaders, to developing
new models, to
funding new projects,
it’s all birthed out of
prayer and directed
by the Holy Spirit
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2. Lifting Up Leaders
Our work is to come
alongside your work.
We build the scaffolding
of coaching, training,
funding, networking,
and other resources to
support your growth and
development. We use
these to help make the
vision God has given you
become reality.

3. Shaping Strategy
Our strategy is as
unique as your
model and context
requires. We present
foundational
principles and
structures to build
upon for any context
or model. Beyond
that, we help develop
a plan customized to
your vision and needs.

4. Cultivating Culture
Our best training doesn’t
come from what we teach
but from the environments
we create. Our promise is
to cultivate and protect a
culture of faith, innovation,
collaboration, and
generosity of spirit, so that
we might bring all of who
we are to support all that
God is doing among our
Foursquare family.

5. Multiplying Movements
This isn’t about us (or you
for that matter). This is
about people meeting
Jesus, hearing His call, and
releasing them to go make
disciples who make disciples.
We’re not multiplying a
church, but a movement of
churches. There’s room here
for every vision, model, and
expression that sets Jesus at
the center of a people.
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prayer &
targeting >
identifcation
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SCORECARD

Prayer &
Targeting
Multiply will target three new cities
a year, spending time in prayer and
collaboration with partners, Districts
and strategic relationships outside of
Foursquare.

Identification
A potential planter will be identified
through the Multiply scorecard,
covering these areas: Leadership,
Theology & Emotional Health.

Leadership
• Hungry, humble and smart

Theology

• Missional mind-set
• Lifestyle alignment with 5
keystones
• Cruciform theology

Emotional Intelligence
• Emotionally resilient, aware
and adabtable

Planter has a flourishing
life with Jesus and
in family/singleness/
relationships

Using the scorecard, the process is as follows:
Planter
identified

through District,
Catalyst, Partner
or Multiply team

Planter sent
to catalyst

for conversation
and vetting.

Catalyst
completes
online form

This starts the
assessment
process with
Multiply.

Multiply
initiates
assessment

Multiply reviews
form and moves
planter to
assessment.
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assessment
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The assessment process
is two-fold:
Pre-Interview
• Enneagram
• Online EQI
• Application

Interview
• Planter
• Multiply Team Member
• Sending Partner
• Regional Catalyst
Panel grades planter based on scorecard categories.
Scorecards are filled out on a scale from 1-3, with 2
being the minimum passing score.

1

2

2.5

3

Poor

Shows
Potential

Almost
There

Ready
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Training
Multiply training covers a two year span,
with new training cohorts starting in late
January & August. Each year will have three
trainings, two retreats, and two breaks. One
year of post-launch care will follow the
completion of training.

Head

Paradigm
Processing

Training Structure + Content
Each training has a strategic focus and
tactical theme. Training one focus is “Self”,
two is “City”, and three is “Team”. These
focuses will repeat each year.
*The “TEAM” training is open to collaborative
partnership on content around context and
models (ex. Non-traditional models)

Heart

Disciplines
Rhythms

Hands

Patterns
Practices

Pod Discussions

Books + Assignments
Pod Discussions

Online videos
Books + Assignments
Partner Discussions*

BREAK

Books + Assignments

Online videos

T3
Team*

RETRE AT 2

Online videos

T2
City

BREAK

T1
Self

RETRE AT 1

Content each training will revolve around:
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Training

Topics that will be covered:
Year One
• Cruciform Theology
• Identifying Your Brokenness & Pain
• Cruciform Missiology
• Seeing Your City
• Seeding Your City
• Discern Vision
• Team/Goal Setting
• Core Team Dynamics

Year Two
• Emotionally Healthy Relationships 8 Weeks
• Communication/Preaching
• Discipling the City
• Discipling Team
• Building an Org Structure
• Investing in Your Org
• Putting it All Together (Strategic
Action Plan)
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retreats
Retreats in April and November are for
hands-on activities, community, and
spiritual renewal.

Format
• Thursday night – Family dinner
• Friday morning – Content
• Friday afternoon – Activity time
• Saturday morning – Prayer/
Worship/Time for Spiritual renewal
*Partners are invited to attend 		
retreats but are not required

Post Launch Care
Post-launch care will be done in
partnership with District offices to
both relationally care for planters
and assist with administrative needs
related to launch and post-launch

RETRE AT SCHEDULE

Year 1
Retreat 1

(R1)

Presentation: Contextualization

Activity: Contextualization Field Trip

Retreat 2

(R2)

Presentation: APEST & Strength Finders

Activity: APEST & Strength Finders Exercise

Year 2
Retreat 1

(R1)

Presentation: Discipleship Rhythms
Activity: Self Discipleship Activity

Retreat 2

(R2)

Presentation: Peer Present Action Plan
Activity: Group Celebration
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advisory team
Sending Partner
The primary covering for the church planter. They are responsible for supporting
the planter in all areas of their 2-year journey.

• Identification Sends a

potential planter to regional
catalyst

• Assessment Serves as a

panelist on the interview for
potential planter.

• Training Engages the planter
on a regular basis about the
content of the training with a
primary focus on the “Heart” &
“Hands” portion.

• We are open to supplementing
T3-TEAM material with one’s own,
pending Multiply approval.
• Invited to attend Retreats with
the planter if they so desire.
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• Advisory Team Serves as the Advisory

Team Lead, responsible for coordinating
3 team meetings a year and generating
support for the planter from the Area
Partners as needed.

• Funding Serves as Chief Stewardship

Officer for Planter until the Church Plant
receives an EIN and opens its own bank
account through the Administrative
functions of the Multiply network
• Helps keep and develop the budget in
partnership with the planter
• Helps the planter develop fundraising
goals, make connections with others
as needed, and supporting the plant in
its progress toward hitting benchmarks
to receive the full scope of matching
funds available.

Area Partner
Acts as the secondary covering for the church planter during their 2-year
journey. They are responsible for spiritual, relational and optional financial
support for the planter/plant.

• Adoption If leading a church, we

invite the area partner to have their
church “adopt” the planter and plant
as needed -Prayer, Financial support,
physical support, etc.

• Triannual Meetings

Participates in three
team meetings a year.
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funding
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SEED: $15k
Partner Seed Funds are disbursed
to the sending partner when the
planter is approved into a Multiply
cohort. Planter Seed Funds will
remain with the Multiply Team.
These funds are given specifically
to assist with planter care, training,
and needs during the two-year
period. No other requirements are
attached to these funds.
*half to partner for plant and half
used by Multiply for planter
*Additional $5k for women and
immigrant planters
Tier one and two funding amounts
are dollar-for-dollar matching
funds. These can be through
things like personal fundraising,
advisory team donations, tithes,
and offerings, etc. Tiers also do
not equal years, but rather are
dependent on benchmarks.
Planters are eligible to receive funds
for up to five years.
*Tier one and two amounts
dependant on matching funds
from partner

BASELINE

FUNDING

MODEL

Tier 1: Up to $25k
• 50 people committed
• First year of training has been
completed
• Has tangible community
engagement
• Has completed licensing
process if not already licensed

Tier 2: Up to $35k
• 100 people a part of plant
• Second year of training has
been completed
• 25% of budget is through
internal tithes and offerings
• 10% tithe to Foursquare
• 2% of return of the tithe
saved into a discretionary
multiplication fund
• A business leader is a part of
core team
* + or – 85% of NYC COLA
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Ways to
get involved

1. Become a Sending
Partner/Church
2. Become an Area Partner
3. Support a Planter:
Want to get involved but not
ready to become a partner?
Support a planter in the network!
This could be financially,
relationally, spiritually etc.
We can give you ideas!
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Get
connected
Talk to a catalyst:
Visit the 'Who is Multiply' page on
our website to find the catalyst for
your region. Find more information
at foursquaremultiply.org.

Send us an email:
Connect with our team at
multiply@foursquare.org.

Find us on social media:
@foursquaremultiply
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email
multiply@foursquare.org
website
foursquaremultiply.org

